PEDIGREE Dog Waste Bin available in green and red (inset), supplied to LB Bromley
Dog waste is one of the main complaints of those who use both public footpaths and recreational areas such as parks and children's playgrounds. Dog waste is not only an ugly menace but a serious health hazard and it is sensible to promote, wherever possible, the use of dog bins.

The **Boxer** and **Pedigree** are robust, appealing and practical cast iron dog waste bins designed to complement heritage areas. These bins have a generous capacity. The Pedigree bin also has a hook onto which the dog's lead may be hung while the bin is being opened and closed.

The **Terrier** polyethylene dog bin has been manufactured for ease of use by the public and cleansing authority. The dual position lid remains upright for cleaning purposes but is self-closing during normal use. A deodorising block is secured within the lid to neutralise smells.

The **Boxer Finish** is available in most BS 4800 & RAL series gloss colours. The arrow symbols, **DOG WASTE ONLY** words, the lid & raised borders around the logo & the panels on the door may be highlighted if required.

The **Pedigree Finish** is available in most BS 4800 & RAL series gloss colours. The arrow symbols, **DOG WASTE ONLY** words, the lid & raised borders around the logo & the panels on the door may be highlighted if required.

### TECHNICAL

**Note 1**

**Boxer Finish**

The Boxer is available in most BS 4800 & RAL series gloss colours. The **DOG WASTE ONLY** words, raised borders and the logo may be highlighted if required.

**Note 2**

**Dog Waste Sacks**

Standard household size refuse sacks can be used with the Pedigree. Sacks are not supplied.

**Note 3**

**Pedigree Finish**

The Pedigree is available in most BS 4800 & RAL series gloss colours. The arrow symbols, **DOG WASTE ONLY** words, the lid & raised borders around the logo & the panels on the door may be highlighted if required.

**Note 4**

**Terrier with Post**

Bins & posts are supplied separately for banding together on installation. Straps are not supplied. Jubilee-style clips are supplied as an alternative. The standard post is 2000mm high and in a grey plastic coated finish.

**Terrier without Post**

These bins may be either banded onto existing posts or wall mounted via a universal fixing bracket incorporated into the bin. Banding is not supplied.

---

**Product codes are in bold type. Dimensions are in mm, are approximate and do not form any part of the contract.**

We reserve the right to change the design and specification on any item offered and, where possible, notification will be made.
Based on customer research, Furnitubes are proud to now offer the Lucky all-steel dog waste bin. The galvanised construction minimises fire damage and is extremely durable.

The handle and hinge are stainless steel and the hygienic easy-lift double lid with integral metal chute conceals the bins’ contents whilst opening. The galvanised liner is removable to allow regular cleaning and the quick-release slam-lock makes emptying more convenient.

The bin is available in three versions:
- root mounted (supplied with a post)
- wall mounted (with pre-drilled holes)
- post mounted (mount to existing posts)
LUCKY ALL-STEEL DOG WASTE BIN

DOUBLE-LID WITH INTEGRAL CHUTE
The user-friendly easy-lift flap is designed specifically for dog waste disposal. The hygienic double-lid ensures that users have no access to bin contents and reduces the possibility of water entering.

STYLISH & SAFE
Tapered design offers a unique style and soft, curved edges are ideal for pedestrian areas.

GALVANISED STEEL LINER
Steel is strong and fire-proof and the galvanised coating provides a long-life and rust resistance. The liner is fully removable which allows easier cleaning and sanitation.

SELF-CLOSING SLAM LOCK
The lock is discretely located on the side of the bin and is opened using a hexagon socket key. Key is not required when closing, the door can be easily shut thanks to the slam-lock.

ALL-STEEL VANDAL RESISTANCE
Heavy Gauge 2mm thick Zintec construction. Unlike plastic bins, steel is tough against vandals and does not burn. The zinc and powder coated finish offers long-term protection from the elements.

LUCKY ALL-STEEL DOG WASTE BIN

LUCKY ROOT MOUNTED
LUK 745 F
Root Mounted Steel Galvanised Dog Waste Bin Supplied with Post Slam Lock Powder Coated Red or Green with hook Capacity 47 Litres

OPTIONS:
Other BS/RAL colours Enhanced Powder Coated Free Standing Large Capacity Option

LUCKY POST MOUNTED
LUK 745 P
Post Mounted Steel Galvanised Dog Waste Bin With Brackets for Banding to Existing Posts Slam Lock Powder Coated Red or Green Capacity 47 Litres (banding not included)

OPTIONS:
Other BS/RAL colours Enhanced Powder Coated

LUCKY WALL MOUNTED
LUK 745 W
Wall Mounted Steel Galvanised Dog Waste Bin Pre-Drilled Holes for Wall Mounting Slam Lock Powder Coated Red or Green Capacity 47 Litres

OPTIONS:
Other BS/RAL colours Enhanced Powder Coated Wall Mounted dog Hook

TECHNICAL

Finishes
The Lucky is available powder coated either RAL3002 Red or RAL6005 Dark Green as standard. Most BS/RAL colours are available upon special request.

The Lucky can also be Enhanced Powder Coated (EPPC), which involves a specialist pre-treatment process. A large range of BS/RAL colours are available.

For further information on paint finishes refer to pages 137-139.

Post Mounting
Post and banding not supplied with the Lucky Post Mounted.
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TYPICAL INSTALLATION

Typical installation of Lucky dog waste bin shown in this example, although instructions may apply to all dog waste bins.

1. Begin by preparing a foundation hole with a minimum size of 350 x 350 x 500mm deep.

2. Securely attach the dog waste bin to post.

3. Backfill the excavated foundation with concrete or other suitable material.

4. Ensure the dog waste bin and post are vertical and require no further adjustment.

5. Finish surface to suit local site conditions.

6. The installation is now complete.